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Abstract
Recently, the development of braking assistance system has largely 
benefit the safety of both driver and pedestrians. A robust prediction 
and detection of driver braking intention will enable driving 
assistance system response to traffic situation correctly and improve 
the driving experience of intelligent vehicles. In this paper, two types 
unsupervised clustering methods are used to build a driver braking 
intention predictor. Unsupervised machine learning algorithms has 
been widely used in clustering and pattern mining in previous 
researches. The proposed unsupervised learning algorithms can 
accurately recognize the braking maneuver based on vehicle data 
captured with CAN bus. The braking maneuver along with other 
driving maneuvers such as normal driving will be clustered and the 
results from different algorithms which are K-means and Gaussian 
mixture model (GMM) will be compared. Additionally, the 
importance evaluation of features from raw dataset respect to driving 
maneuvers clustering will be proposed. The experiment data are 
collected from a pure electric vehicle in real world. Final results show 
that the proposed method can detect driver’s braking intention in a 
very beginning moment with a high accuracy and the most important 
features for driving maneuver clustering are selected.
Introduction
As one of the most important control area of the vehicle, longitudinal 
vehicle control system has been widely studied in the past decades. A 
variety of commercial products such as adaptive cruise system (ACC) 
[1] and forward collision assistance system [2-3,15] have been 
extensively developed. However, previous products either use vehicle 
state data only or lack of interaction with drivers. Without taking 
driver into consideration, these systems are less likely to 
communicate with driver efficiently or even annoy the driver. To 
develop a higher level interaction ability driver braking assistance 
system, it is important to take driver status into consideration.
There are many researches focusing on the design of intelligent driver 
assistance and braking systems to incorporate with driver [4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, 10]. In [11], an adaptive longitudinal driving assistance system 
include adaptive cruise control and forward collision avoidance 
system considering driver behavior and characteristic is proposed and 
a recursive least square self-learning algorithm for driver 
characteristic modeling is introduced. In [12], a lane departure 
avoidance system is applied to prevent the driver from inattention 
lane change based on the combination of lateral active steering 
controller and longitudinal differential braking controller. In [13], this 
paper studies driver braking intention on the testbed of commercial 
vehicles with multiple drivers. The authors predict driver braking 
intention based on a 3-D computational model, which using pedal 
displacement and its change rate as inputs, and the output is braking 
intensity. The proposed model can precisely identify emergency and 
non-emergency braking. In [14], a method of building pedestrian 
automatic emergency braking system is introduced based on two 
model cars with multiple kinds of sensors. Three different levels of 
deceleration are proposed to model the braking curve of the tested 
vehicle. In [25], two machine learning methods which are support 
vector machine and hidden Markov model are introduced to classify 
driver brake behavior at intersections. The authors classified driver 
style as compliant and violating according to whether the drivers will 
brake safely according to the signs at intersection or not. The 
proposed system achieved 80% accuracy for driver behavior 
classification at intersection. The authors in [16] proposed a braking 
predictive system which not only identify the necessity of braking 
action but also able to determine whether the driver has braking 
intention or not. Driver braking intention is represented with 
probabilities generated by Bayesian framework. Data are captured 
from real-world vehicle with multi-modal data format such as CAN 
bus data, foot and head dynamics, etc. The braking prediction model 
is trained to be able to predict driver braking intention up to one and a 
half second earlier. Research in [17] focused on the analysis of car 
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following and the braking characteristic of expert drivers. The 
braking pattern of expert drivers will be performed according to 
proposed index and the applied to the braking assistance system.
In addition to the aforementioned researches which focus on predict 
driver braking intention with either driver behaviors or vehicle 
information, some researchers also try to use electroencephalograph 
(EEG) signals to identify driver intention directly. Kim J W and 
Haufe [18] aim to prove the ability of neural correlated 
electrophysiology to improve the prediction of emergency braking 
situations in real world driving environment. Vehicle parameters as 
well as EEG, EMG signals were used to train the classification 
system. A regularized linear discriminant classifier was trained to 
identify emergency braking intention. Their conclusion suggested that 
electrophysiology method can be efficiently used in braking assistant 
system. Haufe [19] use EEG and electromyography (EMG) as input 
signal to make prediction of driver’s emergency braking intent. The 
signals after feature extraction procedure were fed into regularized 
linear discriminant analysis classifier. The simulated systems with 
EEG showed a 130ms earlier detection than those only rely on brake 
pedal signals.
Human driver intention recognition is a difficult task due to it is a 
highly random signal and unable to measure directly at this moment. It 
can only be inferred with outer human behaviors or the indirectly 
measured brain signals. Therefore, in previous research, most of 
relative research focus on using machine learning methods especially 
supervised learning to train an intention classifier. However, one of the 
big challenge of using supervised learning methods is hard to define the 
true intention label. In contrast, unsupervised learning is suitable for 
those data that we do not know exactly their labels. Hence, it can be 
used to cluster the data to the group it most likely belongs to and able 
to find the intrinsic pattern in the data. In this paper, instead of 
identifying human intention with supervised learning methods, we use 
unsupervised learning method to recognize the braking intention. In 
addition, we compare two different unsupervised learning methods 
which are K-means and Gaussian Mixture Model to evaluate their 
different performance on braking intention recognition task. Finally, we 
also evaluate the contribution of different features to intention 
recognition, and find out the key features.
This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 present the basic 
background of unsupervised learning methods used in this paper. In 
section 3, the experimental environment and design strategy are 
discussed briefly. Section 4 illustrate the braking intention 
identification result of the proposed methods, and features used to 
train the model has been compared. Finally, section 5 developed the 
discussion of the research.
Unsupervised Learning Background
In this part, the basic background of two unsupervised learning 
methods known as K-means and Gaussian Mixture Model that used to 
identify human driver braking intention are introduced. The reason of 
using unsupervised learning methods is because human intention is 
difficult to be labeled unless the experiment is carefully designed. In 
the following sections, we try to analysis driver braking intention with 
vehicle CAN bus only and using unsupervised learning methods is 
selected to find the cluster information. Since these two methods has 
been widely studied, in this part, only the key ideas are mentioned.
K-Means
K-means algorithm [21] is a popular unsupervised machine learning 
method which has been widely used in previous research for data 
clustering. The basic idea behind K-means algorithm is to minimize 
the distance between data points and the proposed cluster centers. 
One of the most important aspects of K-means algorithm is distance 
measurement between data point and there are various methods can 
be used. Among them, the most two common ways which are known 





Where i and j are two n-dimensional data points denoted as v, where 
υi = (υi1, υi2 ⋯ , υi,n) and υj = (υi1, υj2, ⋯ , υjn), and Di,j represents the 
distance between two data points.
The object of K-means algorithm is to minimize the distance between 
data and their cluster center in each group. Table 1 shows the process 
of K-means algorithm.
Table 1. K-means algorithm process
In step 6, the stopping criteria can be either pre-determined loop 
limitation or an optimal status is achieved. In that case, the stopping 
criterion is a minimum value achieved between the distance of data 
point and the cluster center within same group, therefore, the 
objective of K-means is to:
(3)
Where K is the total number of cluster centers selected in beginning, 
x are the data points belongs to cluster Ci and Ci is the cluster center 
for each group.
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Gaussian Mixture Model
Unlike K-means which minimize the distance directly, data 
distribution in GMM [22] [23] are viewed as the output of a mixture 
of probability density function. Specifically, the probability 
distribution of the points can be generated by a mixture of Gaussian 
function. GMM can be viewed as a soft version of K-means since it 
uses probability to measure the similarity between points rather than 
direct distance measurement. Through training the model with these 
points, we can obtain the distribution of data and handle the 
uncertainty among them.
The multivariate Gaussian Mixture model can be represented as:
(4)
Where μ and ∑ are the mean and covariance of the multivariate 
Gaussian function.
The probability distribution of the data given by GMM can be shown as:
(5)
where K is the number of mixture components, πk is weight of each 





The GMM maximum likelihood can be estimated with Expectation-
Maximization (EM) algorithms, the detail information of EM can be 
found in [20].
Experiment Design
In this part, the key parameters of the testbed electric vehicle and 
driving cycle are illustrated. Then, 12 most relevant parameters which 
are relevant to braking behaviors are selected from CAN bus signals. 
Finally, according to the selected parameters, the unsupervised 
learning methods mentioned above are used to figure out the hidden 
braking rules that behind the data.
Case-Study Vehicle
The case-study vehicle of this work is selected as a pure electric 
passenger car, which has the most typical powertrain configuration. 
The car is driven in front axle by a permanent magnet synchronous 
motor, which can work in two states as a driving motor or a generator. 
The battery is electrically connected with the motor, and it can be 
discharged or charged for motoring or absorbing the regenerative 
power during driving processes respectively. Some key parameters of 
the case study vehicle are listed in Table 2.
Table 2. Key parameters of the case-study electric vehicle.
Driving Cycle
Figure 1. Road test under the NEDCE driving cycle.
To further the study of the impacts of unsupervised learning methods 
on driver braking intentions, vehicle tests care carried out on chassis 
dynamometer under typical driving cycles. In this experiment, we use 
the New European Drive Cycle (NEDC) as testing protocol. NEDC is 
a combination of the European Union Urban Driving Cycle (ECE) 
and the Extra Urban Driving Cycle (EUDC). It has been widely used 
for the electric vehicle energy consumption and regenerative braking 
performance testing. As shown in Figure 1, a complete NEDC driving 
cycle contains four repeated ECE driving cycles following with an 
EUDC section to exhibits a high way driving speed pattern with 
highest speed of 120km/h.
Parameter Selection
Selecting the most relevant parameters and features is the primary 
task for unsupervised clustering. Driver baking behavior belongs to 
the scope of longitudinal behavior, therefore, to recognize driver’s 
braking maneuver, the longitudinal vehicle parameters are selected 
and chosen from the CAN bus. The brake pressures of four wheels 
are captured separately, battery SOC and current is used to test 
whether varying battery status influence the detection result [24]. In 
this part, we choose 12 parameters from CAN bus, the detailed 
information is shown in Table 3 below.
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Table 3. Selected CAN bus signals for model training.
Unsupervised Clustering Training Process
One of the most important parameter for unsupervised clustering 
methods is cluster number which need to be chosen before learning. 
However, since we do not know the exactly number of cluster 
centers, we choose a set of numbers to evaluate and compare the 
performance. In the following part, the quantity of cluster centers 
ranging from two to five are applied to K-means and Gaussian 
mixture model separately. In addition to the algorithm evaluation, we 
also examined which signals are the most correlated factor for 
unsupervised clustering.
Experiment Result
In this section, the clustering performance for both K-means and 
GMM are illustrated with cluster centers ranging from two to five. 
Then, the correlation coefficients are calculated to help determine the 
most important features.
K-Means Result
From the clustering result of K-means, as shown in Figure 2, the braking 
intention can be detected successfully with different cluster numbers.
In Figure 2, the x-axis is time with unit in second, the y-axis is the 
scaled values of the input signals, all the signals have been rescaled 
between 0 and 1. The blue line represents for labels given by 
K-means, red line is the left front brake pressure, and green line 
represents for the velocity of vehicle. To better visualize the result, 
we chose the first 200 points of the data, a complete result can be 
found in Appendix. Besides, since the value for all the factors has 
been scaled between 0 to 1, the label given by K-means also be 
divided by the relative cluster number for better visualization.
From Figure 2 it can be observed that the braking process (when red 
line beyond zero) can be grouped correctly with different cluster 
numbers. For example, in the first image, once braking happens, 
which means a brake pressure is detected, the cluster label changed. 
As the number of cluster center increase, the cluster become more 
complex and there are more scenarios can be detected. As shown in 
the bottom image which is generated by five cluster centers, the 
braking intention can be detected. Besides, the label also changes as 
vehicle velocity varies. K-means with four cluster centers divided the 
driving cycle into four different scenarios which are acceleration, 
constant velocity driving, deceleration and stopping process. Due to 
we only show the first 200 steps, labels given by K-means with 4 or 5 
cluster centers may be incomplete. A detail result is shown in 
Appendix. From above result we can see that once the braking 
occurs, the label change accordingly. For most cases, the braking 
maneuver will last for a short period, once the label changes to the 
braking group, it can be viewed as the driver is going to decelerate 
the vehicle in the coming short period and hence the braking 
assistance system can be initiated to assist the driver.
Figure 2. K-means clustering performance with different cluster numbers. 
From top left to bottom right is K-means algorithms with two to five cluster 
centers, respectively.
To verify the impact of different CAN bus signals to the clustering 
results, we evaluated the correlation coefficient between the input 
signals with the clustering results given by the two cluster centers 
scenario. The correlation coefficient is calculated with Pearson 
method to measure the linear dependence between two variable 
vectors. In this case, the correlation coefficient is calculated 
separately between the selected 12 CAN bus signals and the cluster 
label. The results located within the range of −1 and 1, where 1 is 
total positive correlation, −1 is total negative correlation, and 0 means 
no correlation between each other. The correlation coefficient is 
calculated as:
(8)
Where σX, σY are the standard deviation of variables X and Y. cov(X, 
Y) is the covariance between X and Y which can be represented as:
(9)
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Where [E] and μ are expectation calculator and mean value respectively.
Table 4 below illustrates the relationship between different features 
and the clustering result.
Table 4. Correlation coefficients of the selected signals and K-means cluster 
result
From Table 4 we can see that some of the signals has positive or 
negative strong influence to the cluster result while others have weak 
influence. Specifically, the wheel brake pressure signals give a 
significant contribution to the cluster performance as well as velocity 
information. Since there is a small difference between some similar 
signals, we can select fewer features to retrain the cluster and 
increase the computation efficiency of the system. Another interesting 
result is the acceleration pedal position (signal 8, correlation 
coefficient value −0.4003) is not highly correlated with the clustering 
result, therefore, we can also ignore this feature, which in the 
beginning we think it can be important.
GMM Result
Similar to the process shown in K-means, in this part, the data are 
clustered by GMM algorithms with different cluster number ranging 
from two to five and the correlation coefficients are also evaluated. 
The performance of GMM methods is illustrated in Figure 3 below. 
The cluster label is represented with blue line, left front brake 
pressure and vehicle velocity are shown in red line and green line 
respectively. Figure 3 is a short period of the driving cycle, which in 
the range between 0 second to 200 seconds like Figure 2.
From Figure 3 we can see that similar to K-means, GMM algorithm 
can also detect the braking intention accurately. When the braking 
maneuver occurs, GMM can choose the correct label in the very 
beginning. A detail clustering performance of GMM can be found in 
the Appendix.
Similarly, the correlation coefficient of GMM is proposed as it is used 
in K-means, the Pearson values given by different features are 
illustrated in Table 5 below.
From Table 5 it can be found that the most significant features for 
GMM clustering is as same as that in K-means. Specifically, the most 
important factors are brake pressures and the different kinds of 
velocity information.
Table 5. Correlation coefficients of the selected signals and GMM cluster result
Figure 3. GMM clustering performance with different cluster numbers. From 
top to bottom is GMM algorithms with two to five cluster centers respectively.
Discussion
From Table 4 and Table 5 it can be seen that the key features for 
braking intention clustering are the wheel pressure values, vehicle 
velocity, and motor speed. Since some of these signals after re-scaled 
between zero and one has no big difference with each other, for 
example, vehicle velocity, motor speed and wheel speed equally 
contribute to the final result. Therefore, we can select one signal 
among them instead of using all of them. with consideration of 
computation efficiency, we select a subset of the above features and 
only left brake pressure and vehicle velocity are chosen as the cluster 
algorithm inputs. Figure 4 and 5 below gives the performance of 
K-means and GMM respectively with two input signals and two 
cluster centers.
Evaluation methods for braking intention can be divided into two 
scopes. The first one is prediction horizon which measures how much 
earlier the prediction make before the manoeuver start. Another method 
is to test the algorithm accuracy which check how many times it detects 
the braking process successfully. In this work, since we only use CAN 
bus information, we cannot predict the intention before driver takes any 
maneuvers. Therefore, we test the detection accuracy of the two 
algorithms and determine the specific braking moment during the 
driving cycle. A good performance for the algorithms is to recognize 
the braking process as accuracy as possible.
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Figure 4. K-means clustering performance with 2 cluster centers and the 
selected 2 input signals in the first 600 seconds.
Figure 5. GMM clustering performance with 2 cluster centers and the selected 
2 input signals in the first 600 seconds.
As can be seen from Figure 4 and Figure 5, both K-means and GMM 
with two most influential features (brake pressure and vehicle 
velocity) give a good performance in braking intention prediction. In 
addition, GMM gives a better and more sensitive recognition than 
K-means. For example, K-means cannot identify the small increase 
of velocity between 150s and 250s and give braking maintaining 
signal. However, in term of GMM, this small velocity increase can be 
detected and the system is more precise and sensitive to the input 
variation. In total, there are 15 times braking process between 1 and 
600 seconds. GMM recognizes all the 15 braking process while 
K-means only detects 8 times. Therefore, based on our data, the 
GMM performance overweigh K-means performance.
Conclusions
In this paper, driver braking intention recognition algorithm has been 
proposed with both K-means and Gaussian Mixture model. The 
reason of using unsupervised learning is the difficulty of determining 
the true moment when driver intention occur. The supervised 
knowledge (true moment or true label of intention) cannot be 
obtained with CAN bus signals only. The unsupervised learning 
methods automatically group the driving status into a few groups and 
identify braking process accordingly. This will further contribute to 
other classification works such as emergency/non-emergency braking 
classification. Unsupervised learning methods give a brief illustration 
of the rules hidden behind the driving cycle. The proposed test is 
based on a pure electric vehicle under EUDC driving cycle. 12 
potential signals are selected as the inputs of cluster algorithm in the 
beginning, then with the calculation of correlation coefficient, the two 
most relevant features, left front brake pressure and vehicle velocity, 
are determined. Performances givens by K-means and GMM are 
compared. Final conclusion is made that both of the two algorithms 
can efficiently recognize driver braking intention at the very 
beginning moment. When the cluster label changes to braking group, 
it can be viewed as the driver is going to execute a period of braking 
maneuver so that braking assistance system can be turned on. In 
addition, the proposed result indicates that GMM is more sensitive 
and generates a more precise result than K-means algorithm.
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APPENDIX
Figure 1. K-means clustering methods with cluster center number ranging from 2 to 4 of the total driving cycle.
Figure 2. Gaussian Mixture Model clustering methods with cluster center number ranging from 2 to 4 of the total driving cycle.
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